MOBILE ENTERTAINMENT
VEHICLES

CORPORATE EVENTS | SOCIAL EVENTS | EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING | TRADESHOWS | FESTIVALS
CONCERTS | PRODUCT LAUNCHES | PROMOTIONS | ROAD SHOWS | MARATHONS | THEME PARKS

MCX
Mini Cooper Xtreme
Have you ever seen a MINI Cooper with Lamborghini doors and a DJ system built
into it? Probably not because Mix On Wheels’ Mini Cooper Xtreme is the only one
in the USA! This award winning entertainment vehicle is the first of its kind in such
a compact, self-contained form. The MCX brings incredible DJ entertainment
offerings to locations where WOW events were previously deemed impossible,
including smaller venues. This vehicle can adapt to any theme as the outside can be
customized with any logo or full vehicle wrap. And don’t forget about the LCD
screens for digital media branding too!
VEHICLE FEATURES
Ø
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Ø
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Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Professional Sound System
Internal / External LED Lighting
(4) 13” LCD Monitors for Video or Logo Playback
Professional DJ/emcee
Wireless Microphone
Lamborghini doors
We meet all regulations for indoor parking
Self-Powered for Outdoor event locations (silent
generator)
Approximately 10-20 minute set up
DJ system can send feed to master sound system
for larger events
Exterior can be branded with vinyl decals or full
vehicle wrap (additional charges will apply)
Fully insured

www.MixOnWheels.com

407.490.5757

VEHICLE SPECS
Weight:
Length:
Width:
Height:

2,712 lbs.
12’
5’ 1”
4’ 1”

Info@MixOnWheels.com

E2X
Honda Chrome Xtreme
The Honda Chrome Xtreme is unlike any entertainment vehicle you have ever seen.
Often considered a dance party vehicle because of its unique look, this vehicle can
actually adapt to any event theme. The venue possibilities are endless as this
vehicle can operate both indoors and outdoor events due to its self-contained
power capabilities. The DJ system built into the E2X can send a feed to a master
audio system for large scale events. Enhance your brand by displaying your logo
and video on the LCD monitors.
VEHICLE FEATURES
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Ø
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Professional Sound System
Internal / External LED Lighting
32” LCD Monitors for Video or Logo Playback
Professional DJ/emcee
Wireless Microphone
Lamborghini doors
We meet all regulations for indoor parking
Self-Powered for Outdoor event locations (silent
generator)
Approximately 10-20 minute set up
DJ system can send feed to master sound system
for larger events
Exterior windows can be branded with custom
vinyl decals (additional charges will apply)
Fully insured

www.MixOnWheels.com

407.490.5757

VEHICLE SPECS
Weight:
Length:
Width:
Height:

3,797 lbs.
14’
6’
6’

Info@MixOnWheels.com

H3X
Hummer Xtreme
The Hummer Xtreme is a completely, self-contained DJ entertainment system in the
most unique package that anyone has ever seen! The venue possibilities are
endless as this vehicle can operate both indoors and outdoors. This vehicle can
adapt to any theme as the outside can be customized with any logo or full vehicle
wrap. And don’t forget about the LCD screens for digital media branding too!

VEHICLE FEATURES
Ø
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Ø
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Ø
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Ø
Ø

Professional Sound System
Internal / External LED Lighting
32” LCD Screen on Roof
(2) 19” LCD Monitors for Video or Logo Playback
in windows
(5) 7” LCD Monitors for Video or Logo Playback in
inside vehicle
Professional DJ/emcee
Wireless Microphone
Lamborghini doors
We meet all regulations for indoor parking
Self-Powered for Outdoor event locations (silent
generator)
Approximately 10-20 minute set up
DJ system can send feed to master sound system
for larger events
Exterior can be branded with vinyl decals or full
vehicle wrap (additional charges will apply)
Fully insured

www.MixOnWheels.com

407.490.5757

VEHICLE SPECS
Weight:
Length:
Width:
Height:

6,001 lbs.
16’
7’ 1”
6’ 1”

Info@MixOnWheels.com

JPX
Jeep Xtreme
The JPX offers an unparalleled event experience by providing outstanding
entertainment via our newest mobile DJ vehicle, the Jeep Xtreme
Whether you are planning a corporate, social or sporting event, a roadshow, grand
opening or concert event, the types of celebrations are limitless and Mix On
Wheels has vehicles to fit any type and size event.
We will literally bring the party to you!
VEHICLE FEATURES
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
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Professional Sound System
Internal / External LED Lighting
LCD Monitors for Video or Logo Playback
Professional DJ/emcee
Wireless Microphone
We meet all regulations for indoor parking
Self-Powered for Outdoor event locations (silent
generator)
Approximately 10-20 minute set up
DJ system can send feed to master sound system
for larger events
Exterior windows can be branded with custom
vinyl decals (additional charges will apply)
Fully insured

www.MixOnWheels.com

407.490.5757

VEHICLE SPECS
Weight:
Length:
Length:
Width:
Height:

4,104 lbs.
13’ (with back door closed)
16’ (with back door open)
7’
6’ 6”

Info@MixOnWheels.com

XPT
Xtreme Party Truck
The Xtreme Party Truck is a unique party vehicle that is great for adding fun and excitement to your
next event or promotion. Pushing the "WOW" factor to the edge, the XPT is a totally tricked-out
heavy rescue vehicle that is a complete mobile party on wheels. The XPT features specially controlled
hydraulic doors that with just a touch of a button, open to reveal all of the party accessories! This
vehicle can travel in full event mode for parades and road shows!
This one-of-a-kind, attention-grabbing party vehicle can be custom wrapped to give corporate clients
that unique custom branding option they are looking for in today's highly competitive experiential
marketing arena.

VEHICLE FEATURES

Professional Sound System
Internal / External LED Lighting
(16) LCD Monitors for Video or Logo Playback
Professional DJ/emcee
(2) Wireless Microphone
HD Satellite
100 Gallon Fresh Water Tank
Insta-Hot Water Heater
Electric Meat Smoker
(2) Kegarators with Dual Tap Beer System
Microwave
Bar Station with Liquor Storage and Ice Bin
Refrigerator/Freezer
(18) Bottle Wine Chiller
Ice Maker
We meet all regulations for indoor parking
Self-Powered for Outdoor event locations (silent
generator)
Ø DJ system can send feed to master sound system for
larger events
Ø Exterior can be branded with vinyl decals or full wrap
(additional charges will apply)
Ø Fully insured
Ø
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www.MixOnWheels.com

407.490.5757

VEHICLE SPECS
Length:
Width:
Height:
Height:

30’
10’
13’ 5” (with SkyDeck rails)
11’ 6” (without SkyDeck rails)

Info@MixOnWheels.com

FAQ’s
How much time does it take to set up & strike?
Ø
Ø

Set up takes no longer than 20 minutes.
Strike takes approximately 10 minutes.

Are the vehicles self-contained with audio visual features?
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Each vehicle is self-contained with internal & external speakers
Built-in LED lighting with strobes
Upgraded LCD monitors for daytime/nighttime visibility
DVD player for custom logo and video playback
Additional speakers, lighting and additional special effects can be made available upon
request (additional charges will apply)

How much power is required for the fleet of Mix On Wheels vehicles?
Ø
Ø

One (1) dedicated 20-amp circuit for indoor events (additional power may be required
depending on the amount of equipment needed for event)
Honda EU2000 Silent Generator used for outdoor events

How much space is needed for each vehicle?
Ø

In addition to the measurements of each vehicle, we ask you to leave an additional 6ft long x
4ft wide space around the scope of the vehicle

Can a vehicle be placed on a stage?
Ø

Yes, as long as a proper ramp system is provided (ask for details)

Can the vehicles be custom branded?
Ø
Ø

Yes, partial and full vehicle wraps are available as long as they are removed after the
contracted event (additional fees will apply)
Vehicle magnets or vinyl stickers can also be applied vehicle exteriors (additional fees will
apply)

Does the price include a DJ?
Ø
Ø

Yes, all pricing includes a professional DJ/Emcee with each vehicle
Multilingual DJs are available upon request

Why should I used Mix On Wheels DJ experience for my event?
Ø

The Mix On Wheels fleet of vehicles are the only “Ultimate Mobile DJ Experience” on
wheels. They can be used anywhere for any type of event. From the boardroom to the
ballroom to the beach, Mix On Wheels will create memories that will last a lifetime!

www.MixOnWheels.com

407.490.5757

Info@MixOnWheels.com

